
DEPAUL FEMALES IN
FINANCE INITIATIVE

An Update from the Executive Board

What a wonderful year it has been so far! We continue to

grow as both individuals and as an organization and are

extremely excited to share more about what you helped us

accomplish during 2021.

This year has been full of events that introduced unique

perspectives and backgrounds to our conversations,

taught our members public speaking and critical

thinking, and helped us learn how to take better care of

ourselves and others.

Our members learned more about different career paths

and received valuable advice and insights through our 

 Day in a Life and Tech and Finance 101 events. The

events brought about a vibrant exchange of ideas and

reflections which are necessary in today’s ever-changing

world.

Our Debate Tournament taught our members to improvise

while presenting on a highly debated topic:

pharmaceutical drug pricing. The competition fostered

intellectual curiosity and professionalism within our

members.  

Another highlight, was our collaborative event with DIF,

"Out in Finance." Through an interactive panel, members

learned both how to find and give their support to

members of the LGBTQ+ community.
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Attending events through the DePaul
Females in Finance Initiative was a big
highlight of my quarter! As a new transfer
student, the meetings were a great
opportunity to meet inspiring women with
goals similar to mine. Everyone was so
welcoming and encouraging, and I
definitely felt supported at every single
event. Being a freshman, I especially
enjoyed the “Day in the Life” event. My eyes
were really opened to the vast variety of
opportunities in finance, and it was great
getting to ask questions to learn more
about them. I am so grateful for the
amazing events and opportunities through
DeFIF this quarter, and I am already looking
forward to next quarter’s events!

SEE WHAT OUR MEMBERS HAVE TO SAY...

The Winter quarter with DeFIF was
another great and extremely
productive quarter! I learned so much
from the various professionals we
had the opportunity to speak with,
and the events allowed me to grow
both on a professional and personal
level. I am very grateful for everything
this amazing organization provides
me and my fellow members with.

 

Julia Zuzinski

Celeste Diaz



Thank you to our Male Alliance Group, our

active professors, and our beloved faculty

advisor Heather Bosworth for all of your

support and encouragement!

One of our highlights was our first Advisory

Board Meeting. It was great to finally meet

everyone and gather as a (virtual) group. We

were genuinely moved by all of your

wonderful encouragement, support, and

feedback. Our entire executive board as well

as members want to thank all of our

Advisory Board Members for all of your

support and efforts! 

...to the following women who gave

the group news briefings at the start

of every meeting:

Hanna Scofield

Diya Rao

Celeste Diaz

...to our industry partners who took

time out of their busy schedules to

share their experience, advice, and

career path:

Allison Pittman, CIBC 

Emma Rodriguez-Ayala, LGIMA

Lizzy Diaz-Ortiz, BMO

Ashley Parker-Ozier, Plante Moran

Monique Hunt, Lettuce Entertain You

Maureen Lesak, Bank of America

Danielle Medved, Protiviti

Lisa Micka, Altair Advisers

Erica Fraizier, Fifth Third

Sara Mongerson, Smith Asset

Management

Mihaela Zahariuc, Driehaus Capital

Management
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Thank You

...amazing job to the participants

who showed great progress, 

 confidence, and improvisation 

...to the winners of our Debate

Tournament!

Congratulations

Hanna Scofield

Madeleine Fesas 

Dilyana Dimitrova

...and thank you to the participating

professors who took their time to

carefully review, question, and judge

the competitors

WQ21 included a debate tournament as our

formal competition. We viewed this as a

great opportunity to practice public speaking,

arguing for your cause, and standing your

ground. We can only agree with the feedback

we received from all the spectators - what an

incredible job our members did! 

Spring quarter we took a break from the

competitions, although we are looking

forward to resuming them next academic

year!

Lee Diamandakis

Judy Wachtenheim

Heather Bosworth

David Dixon

Christine Gimbar

Kevin Keeley

Jailene Retana        Yongyin Ma



To help combat the lack of female representation in finance, we launched our own

fundraising campaign for our “Friends in Finance Program,” to bring exposure to the

finance industry for students at DePaul. Students will have the opportunity to receive a

student mentor who will be able to help them navigate both school and the start of

their careers.

The goal of this program is for students to feel a sense of community and inspire them

to consider pursuing a finance degree. Many students come into college lost and

overwhelmed, feelings which have been exacerbated by the impact of isolation due to

COVID-19; however, we want students to know we are here for them as a resource as

they return to campus. In addition, it provides our members a chance to take

leadership and engage in the pay-it-forward cycle with new students at DePaul.

Statistically, students are more likely to pursue a major if they feel socially accepted to

do so and have a community as they navigate the process.

As we have successfully reached both our initial and stretch goal, additional funds will

now be directed to our endowment fund to ensure that future women leaders can

benefit from our organization in the long-term.

To those who have already donated, we want to extend our heartfelt thank you. 

If you would like to donate, please go to inspire.depaul.edu/project/26286/wall. 

We thank you for your support!

FRIENDS IN FINANCE

OUR OWN MENTORSHIP PROGRAM

 

https://inspire.depaul.edu/project/26286/wall


General Body Meeting

Day in a Life Collab x DePaul Inclusion in Finance

FIFCon

Volunteering: Financial Literacy with CPS Students 

Negotiations Workshop

Out in Finance

Professionalism Panel*'

End of Year Ceremony

4/7

4/14

4/21

4/28

5/12

5/14

5/19

5/26

As we are nearing the end of Spring Quarter, three of our Executive Board Members are

getting ready to graduate. While we will miss them greatly, we are excited for them to start

their careers in the industry. We are also excited to welcome our new additions to the

executive board!

SPRING EVENT CALENDAR
DATE EVENT

WELCOMING OUR NEW EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS!

 

HANNA SCOFIELD
Co-President
I've played an active role in DePaul Females in Finance from
the start when it first became an official organization in the
fall. Since then, I've taken on a role in FIF's News Briefing
Group, competed in the Industry Research Competition and
Debate Tournament, and participated in the Leadership
Prep Program. I'm incredibly excited to be stepping into the
Co-President position this coming year. As things (hopefully)
continue to transition back to in-person, I'm looking forward
to being able to further our female empowerment initiatives
through face-to-face interactions and relationships. The
incoming executive board and I have high hopes for our next
journey. I hope you're as excited as we are!

MADELINE FESAS
Treasurer
I was so happy to learn that I achieved the Treasurer position
on FiF’s eboard because of how personally important the
organization’s cause has become to me. Having benefitted
from mentorship myself, I strive to pay-it-forward through an
organization focused on the empowerment and growth of
future finance professionals. I am excited at the opportunity to
help and watch our members grow. As Treasurer, I will be
focusing on financially growing our organization in a
sustainable way and am looking forward to working closely
with the rest of the eboard to bring new ideas to the table.



DEPAUL FEMALES IN FINANCE INITIATIVE

DIYA RAO
DE&I Officer & Secretary
My role for the 2021-2022 year is the Diversity and Inclusion
Officer and Secretary. Being a part of DeFIF has provided me
with many learning opportunities and has helped me grow
into a confident person. I look forward to continuing to create
a welcoming environment where all members feel welcomed. I
am excited for the newer heights this organization will reach
next year.

Thank you & see you soon!

ELIZABETH BOYLE
Chair of Corporate Event Planning
My name is Elizabeth Boyle and I am DePaul Females in
Finance Chair of Corporate Event Planning. I manage the
external affairs events for DeFIF and my responsibilities include
event planning for advisory board meetings, the summit, and
our annual dinner. I applied for this role because of the
creativity and leadership it entails. I am looking forward to
bringing students and industry professionals together for
meaningful events that help expand knowledge about the
financial industry. I am very grateful for the opportunity to be
serving as the Chair of Corporate Event Planning and can not
wait for the exciting and empowering events to take place this
year!

ISABELLA BRANSKY
Chair of Member Event Planning
Isabella Bransky is a Finance major minoring in Accounting.
Driven by integrity and compassion, Isabella is proud to be
apart of an organization diligently working to facilitate sources
of empowerment, social advocacy, and community on campus
for young women. Isabella will take over the Chair of Event
Planning, as Claire Jossart will graduate, and will mainly focus
on member events.

DILYANA DIMITROVA
Corporate Relations & Communications
My name is Dilyana Dimitrova, and I am the incoming Chair
of Corporate Relations and Marketing. I am excited to be
coordinating with the Treasurer among other members to
ensure that the DePaul Females in Finance members will
continue to have an inflow of learning opportunities,
especially ones that will take place during the Fall Quarter. I
am looking forward to more in-person events and
interactions.


